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### Title: Ma. Elena Carlos Nebreja vs. Atty. Benjamin Reonal

### Historical Background:

This  case  underscores  the  Philippine  legal  profession’s  ethical  standards  and  the
consequences of neglect and deception by legal practitioners. It serves as a cautionary tale
for both clients seeking legal representation and attorneys upholding their professional
responsibilities.

### Facts:

– **Engagement and Payments**: In March 2004, Ma. Elena Carlos Nebreja engaged Atty.
Benjamin Reonal to file her annulment petition, paying him a total of P55,000 in various
tranches.
–  **Lack of  Updates**:  Nebreja  received no  updates  except  a  claim about  awaiting  a
psychology evaluation. Later, she was informed her annulment petition was dismissed and
paid additional fees totaling P25,900 for various purported case-related expenses.
–  **Discovery  of  Deception**:  Nebreja’s  requests  for  case  documents  were  unmet.
Investigations led her to discover the non-existence of Reonal’s claimed law office, growing
suspicions he never filed her annulment petition.
–  **Filing  of  Complaint**:  Nebreja  filed  a  complaint  with  the  Integrated  Bar  of  the
Philippines (IBP) on June 26, 2006, accusing Reonal of failing to file the annulment petition,
making misrepresentations about it, and using a fictitious office address. Reonal denied
these allegations, claiming he had been retained not by Nebreja but by an associate for
other cases.

### Issues:

1. **Failure to File Annulment Petition**: Did Reonal fail to file the necessary annulment
petition on behalf of Nebreja?
2. **Misrepresentation of Case Status**: Did Reonal mislead Nebreja about the status of her
annulment case?
3. **Use of a Fictitious Office Address**:  Did Reonal deceive Nebreja by citing a non-
existent law office?

### Court’s Decision:

–  **Commission  of  Bar  Discipline  (CBD)  Findings**:  The  CBD found Reonal  liable  for
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negligence by failing to  file  the annulment  petition and for  using a  fictitious address,
dismissing his denials due to lack of corroboration.
– **IBP Board of Governors Resolution**: Adopted the CBD’s recommendation, suspending
Reonal for one year and ordering him to return P80,900.00 with interest.
–  **Supreme  Court  Ruling**:  The  Supreme  Court  agreed  with  the  IBP’s  decision  but
removed the order for Reonal to repay Nebreja, stating such claims should be pursued in a
separate civil or criminal action. Reonal was suspended from the practice of law for one (1)
year.

### Doctrine:

1.  **Negligence  in  Legal  Practice**:  Failure  to  perform  legal  obligations  constitutes
negligence under Rule 18.03, Canon 18 of the Code of Professional Responsibility.
2. **Misrepresentation and Deception**: Presenting false office addresses and fabricating
case statuses breach the lawyer’s oath of honesty and integrity.

### Class Notes:

– **Rule 18.03, Canon 18**: A lawyer shall not neglect a legal matter entrusted to him, and
any negligence shall render him liable.
– **Case Application**: A lawyer’s failure to act on a client’s case, form false representations
about case status or office locations directly contravenes this rule.
–  **Independent  Action  for  Repayment**:  Clients  must  pursue  repayment  of  fees  for
unrendered  services  through  civil  or  criminal  actions  separate  from  administrative
complaints  against  attorneys.


